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TN the Peterborough trainers' group we have acknow-
ledged that our practice records are generally, with

one or two outstanding exceptions, in a poor shape. We
feel somewhat ashamed of expecting our trainees to be
competent doctors when so often even the most crucial
background information about the patients they see is
not retrievable from the notes. Tait (1977), and many
others, have written eloquently about the need to re-
form, our records being perhaps the most important
factor in improving standards in general practice. Yet
despite our interest, several fascinating discussions with
Dr Tait and the provision (free of charge) of large
numbers of his background information cards, we in
Peterborough have made little progress in reforming
our records.

Several years ago my partner devised what seemed an
excellent system for recording at least basic summaries.
He used the treatment cards supplied by the Family
Practitioner Committee: blue and pink (FP 9 A and B).
Females had their treatment recorded on blue cards; the
front of the top treatment card was used for recording
problems likely to be relevant to drug treatment (al-
lergies, compliance problems, etc). The pink cards were
used to record clinical summaries. Males had exactly the
same system but with the colours reversed. We all
worked hard to instigate this system and sat back
smugly waiting for our trainees to congratulate us, or at
least to show their approval by using the system.
To a small extent they did. But gradually difficulties

emerged. After a few years we partners can now recog-
nize which card is which (though even we get the sexes
wrong sometimes). But after their six months in the
practice (the trainee year is split in our scheme), the
trainees are only just beginning to lose their confusion.
Our last two trainees have very tactfully told us that, to
be noticed, the clinical problem summary card must be
of a unique colour. It was tempting to retort that our
system is better than most-at least we have a system-
but instead we have managed to swallow our pride and
are now busy converting the summary cards of our male
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patients to pink and their treatment cards to blue. Thus,
when we have finished, anyone working in our practice
will easily be able to find a summary of a patient's
clinical problems-it will be on a pink card. If there is
no pink card to be found in the notes, hopefully the
doctor will be encouraged to start one.
Why not a national system like this? Why do we not

demand that pink summary cards (or whatever agreed
colour) are available from the Family Practitioner Com-
mittee and are automatically included with new regis-
trations, just as the buff continuation cards are now?
With these cards in the notes, any doctor can record
onto them any important pieces of background infor-
mation (there is no need to complete a comprehensive
summary all at once). In time we hope that this will
become as routine as writing some sort of scrawl on the
buff card is at present. At least trainees will be familiar
with such a system in the training practices and will then
be likely to carry it on into their own practices. I believe
that simply including a standard colour summary card
in the medical record envelope is more likely to lead to a
radical reform of our records than more complicated
systems, such as that of Tait, which even the highly
motivated rarely manage to implement. In time, we will
probably agree certain main headings to be printed on
the summary cards which will make them quicker to
complete and clearer to read. But why wait for this?
Why not start now? After all, we will never benefit from
cheap computer systems if we do not summarize our
records. Why not a standard summary card?
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